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The land at Belvoir was a gift from William the Conqueror to the family’s first recorded ancestor Robert de Todeni, one of
William’s Standard Bearers in the Battle of Hastings in 1066. He built the Castle to a typically Norman motte-and-bailey
design that took full advantage of the site’s defensive position high up on the ridge.

Charles Neal was born in Surrey in 1951. At the young age of 14, he began his formal study of art under the guidance of Malcolm Domingo and
Frances Lane-Mason. The following ten years of Neal’s life were spent with these two artists, but at the age of 24, Neal decided to pursue his own
personal style and technique, leaving Domingo and Lane-Mason, to travel throughout England and France for inspiration.

The Castle and its grounds went through wars and destruction and was rebuilt several times. After the series of civil wars,
The Wars of Roses, Sir Thomas Manners Built the second Castle, which was destroyed by Parliamentarians after Royalists
had seized it during the Civil War (1642-1651). The third Castle designed by John Webb - a pupil of Inigo Jones - was
completed in 1668 for John the 8th Earl as a palatial country house without any resemblance to a castle.

A few years later, Neal moved to the Cotswolds, where he immersed himself into nature. It was thus, the flora and fauna around him that would
inspire his signature style. Neal is constantly thinking about the effects of time and the ever-changing nature of the world around us. Desiring to
capture these specific moments in time, Neal began to paint his seascapes and landscapes as a way to record the countryside and coastline before
they changed beyond recognition. Seasonal change, the different combinations of light and atmospheric effects at different times of the day all
intrigued the young painter, challenging him to find innovative ways to portray the impact of time upon nature. The result is a style that blends
realism and impressionism, closely focusing on light and shadow while utilizing precise subtleties in color.

James Wyatt, famous for his improvements at Windsor Castle, designed the fourth Castle. Still standing proudly above
the Vale of Belvoir, it was built between 1801-1832 for John Henry and Elizabeth, the 5th Duke and Duchess of Rutland.
The Duchess, daughter of the 5th Earl and Countess of Carlisle, had been fascinated by her father’s lavish and fashionable
improvements at their family home – Castle Howard in Yorkshire. Sharing her father’s passion for architecture and design,
the young Duchess could see the potential after arriving at the horribly run-down Belvoir Castle in 1799. Abandoning
Capability Brown’s plans to rebuild the Castle, she chose James Wyatt – the leading Gothic romantic architect – to create
her dream home. Today, experts say Belvoir Castle is one of the finest examples of Regency architecture in the country.
In addition, the gardens have undergone several significant changes over the centuries – the latest being a two-year restoration
program by the present Duchess to bring the lost plans of Capability Brown to fruition in 2016.

As Neal’s confidence in his artistic style grew, so did his recognition in the art world. His work was sought after by collectors worldwide and
has now been exhibited in galleries in New York, London, and Palm Beach. In 1994, when the Museum of Garden History hosted a show on
Neal’s work, the Prince of Wales came to open the exhibition. Following this, Neal created a series of paintings of the English coastal landscape,
displayed in an exhibition organized in conjunction with the National Trust as a part of a campaign to preserve the English coastline.
Following his success as a contemporary Impressionist, Neal was granted access to some of Europe’s finest estates and castles, providing him
with the unique opportunity of painting some of the most private and elegant inner sanctums of European history, including the legendary gardens
and landscapes that surround them.
In this exhibition featuring Belvoir Castle, Neal focuses on capturing the significant relationship between history and nature by bringing both
elements together and sharing his vision of both the past and the present alike. Proudly, Findlay Galleries invites you to enjoy A Beautiful View,
a collection of master works from our very own Charles Neal.

The Lily Pond and immediate surroundings were created by Emma,
the present Duchess of Rutland, during a programme of restoration
and revision to the Rose and Statue Gardens in 2012.During
research into archive records it was discovered that Harold Peto had
considered such a scheme whilst planning the Rose Garden, when
commissioned by Violet the 8th Duchess in 1906.
Originally the Statue Garden was inspired and subsequently created
as an Italian hillside setting by Elizabeth the 5th Duchess of Rutland
after returning from a grand tour to Italy with her husband John.
Elizabeth had repositioned the 15th Century Caius Cibber statues
from their original position on the ‘Image walk’ which was part of the
Castle Spiral Walk. The painting captures the late summer afternoon
light, a time when the surrounding trees cast a part shadow over the
Lily Pond. This emphasises the passing of time, which resonates with
the sense of timelessness which is further reinforced by the Cibber
Statues.

Reflection - the Statue Garden, Violet, 8th Duchess of Rutland
oil on canvas | 40 x 60 in. | FG©139838

The Statue Garden | oil on canvas | 40 x 60 in. | FG©139838

Chatelaine, Elizabeth 5th Duchess | oil on canvas | 40 x 50 in. | FG©139850

Magnolia - The Lower Terrac | oil on canvas | 32 x 48 in. | FG©139856

The Four Seasons | oil on canvas | 40 x 60 in. | FG©139840

Natura - The Duchess Garden | oil on canvas | 40 x 60 in. | FG©139841

The “Alter Realist “Triptych composition relates two aspects of
Chinese style. Firstly, reference is made to two painted Chinese fans
that were owned by Elizabeth and the centre painting from a scene at
Frog Hollow. Frog Hollow is a Chinese styled pool garden positioned
on the Duke’s Walk beside a small lake.
The overall composition continues the stylised scenes painted on
the fans and merges these with the actual garden scene which is
also depicted with the same approach in style; in such a way that it
visually creates a harmonious language throughout the picture space.
In addition, the triptych links elements of the castle interior and the
outer parkland.

Chinoiseries - Triptych – At Frog Hollow
oil on canvas
Left: 30 x 24 in. FG© 139844
Center 30 x 36 in FG© 139845
Right: 30 x 24 in FG© 139846

The Rose Garden | oil on canvas | 30 x 60 in. | FG©139842

The Duchess Garden - Spring | oil on canvas | 60 x 72 in. | FG©139843

Chinese Decorations | oil on canvas | Left: 26 x 20 in. FG© 139847, Center: 26 x 40 in. FG© 139848, Right: 26 x 20 in. FG© 139849

Painting left: The view captures the late autumn afternoon light,
that moment when tones and colours are dra-matically contrasted
or merge and fade. The castle bathes in the light and stands out
against the skylight appearing as a solid determined statement ,then
becoming dreamlike in the eventually fading light. Rising above in
contrast with this distant scene is the elemental nature of Blackberry
Hill woodlands.
This is a favourite view of Emma the present Duchess. What appears
to the eye is a theatrical backdrop to a fairy tale narrative, having
been created over generations.

View to the Castle near the Duchess Garden
oil on canvas | 48 x 32 in. | FG©139860

View from the Mausoleum | oil on canvas | 48 x 60 in. | FG©139857

The Inspired Landscape | oil on canvas | 40 x 60 in. | FG©139855

The Private Drawing Room | oil on canvas | 48 x 60 in. | FG©139854

Painting right: The overlay of reflected paintings with that of the
embroidered motifs on the headboard and coverlet create a unique
historical abstraction. The individual representations of time passed,
the associations, allegiances, family-political and social relationships
were all bound through fate and become one visual event seen through
reflected light. The left and right-hand sections reflect the portraits of
the Earl and Countess of Southampton who served Elizabeth I’s court,
and the 3rd Earl who took part in the jousting at Elizabeth I’s accession
tournament (painted by Cornelius Janssen and acquired by the 4th
Duke from a sale at Christie’s for £211-10s on January 24th, 1787).
The center section reflects the portrait of Henry VIII (painted after
Hans Holbein).

Elegance Still Life with Lady Diana Cooper
oil on canvas | 40 x 32 in. | FG©139859

Reflections – The Course of Destiny – The Integration of Fate | oil on canvas | 48 x 72 in. | FG©139858

The triptych set of paintings collectively captures the splendour and colour of
this ornate opulent interior space. Created by Elizabeth as a birthday surprise to
her husband John 5th Duke of Rutland.
Sadly a fire in 1816 (a possible act of arson) destroyed a large part of the newly
built castle. Elizabeth started to salvage and recreate her vision, but died in 1825
at the age of 42. The task was then left to the 5th Duke to complete.
As a memorial to Elizabeth a full length sculpture was sculpted in 1826 by
Matthew Cotes Wyatt and placed in front of a full height mirror in order to
create the sense of Elizabeth entering her saloon.
The scheme for the saloon, being the first of its kind in England, was influenced
by the court and style of Louis XIV and also a visit to Paris in 1814 with her
husband John.
The composite of mirrors and central section of Elizabeth’s statue explores the
sense of time and space, solidity and reflections. The centre mirror composition
can be viewed as Elizabeth stepping into the present from the past. The painting
places the observer in a suspended space between entering and leaving. The
positioning is such that the interior of the mirror reflects the back of Elizabeth
entering the space that is beyond the observer.
The mirror compositions either side of the central section reinforce the idea of
alternative infinite levels of existence as shown in each painting. The repetition
of ornate clocks and chandeliers alludes to multi -dimensions and parallel time
and existence produced through light. The mirror is the interface between
solidity and reflected light; or assumed form.

Elizabeth Salon Triptych: Time and Infinity
oil on canvas
Left: 48 x 32 in. FG© 139851
Center: 48 x 32 in. FG© 139852
Right: 48 x 32 in. FG© 139853

Additional Links
Click to View Extended Catalog by Charles Neal
Click to View Online Virtual Viewing Room
Click to Visit findlaygalleries.com

View from the lake Autumn - Afternoon Light | oil on canvas | 20 x 40 in. | FG©139861
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